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Berthet Emmanuelle Daill Béatrix Sampsonis hachetteFRANEAIS LANGUERANGER WWW.HACHETTEFLE.FR 3. Avan-propos Alter ego is a five-level French method for adult or older learners. Changing ego 2 in learning with the equivalent of A2.1 level is aimed at obtaining the skills described at A2.2 and Bi.1 levels of the European
Common Reference Framework for Languages (CECRL), on a 120-hour journey of teaching/learning activities completed by evaluation tasks. It allows you to present yourself at DELF A2. The structure of the Ego 2 alther manual consists of eight folders of three lessons. Files 1 to 4 correspond to A2.2 level. File 5 marks the transfer to
level B1.1. Each lesson is composed of two doubles. To achieve the stated pragmatic goals, each double page offers a balanced and varied path, with oral and written activities. To enable conceptualization and absorb pragmatic and linguistic content, language points and AIDS mark the memory of lessons. Adastic, where their goals are
closely related to other content, is an integral part of the lessons. Depending on the subject, a point of culture allows cultural aspects to be worked on. See how to use 6-9. Each file ends with a travel diary, a cultural and interactive journey. A CD-ed in the book contains self-assessment tools (files towards portfolios and portfolios), an
interactive time fries quoting the big names of French culture and historical cues, a multilingual dictionary of 1,700 downloadable and scalable words (from Custom definitions can be added), as well as all recordings in mp3 format. For rendering, training, Alther's breath assessment is the result of accurate CECRL analysis and reflects its
three approaches: learning, teaching, evaluation. In Alther's ego, the learner's place is fantastic. The main objectives of the covered topics are to build real interest in French society and the French-speaking world and enable the learner to develop the essential knowledge and knowledge for any successful communication. In InAlter's ego,
the support is varied and the situations close to life are learners. The activities offered him offer many opportunities to engage in situations that are inappropriate, depending on his emotions, experience and culture, but also in a creative and playful manner. The proposed tasks reflect credible situations in various fields (personal, public,
professional, educational), in order to promote the learner's motivation and his involvement in learning. In this way, it develops knowledge but also strategies that gradually push it toward self-determination. The common theme of the manual is perfectly compatible with the skills described by CECRL. The main pragmatic and linguistic
content is worked on and enriched in a progressive way, in different contexts and themes. Each lesson is structured with pragmatic goals and develops a theme. The media, diverse, is now equally written and has oral positions and allows for work in the field. The semantic approach is integrated and easy to use: the path of each double
screen drives the learner progressively and guidedly to discover and allocate content. Mp3 files have been readable on a PC or CD player since 2004. 4. 4 Four as a general rule, each lesson involved below, 9._Uatre language activities, marked by pictograms: 'Listen, (Q) read, speak, (O') writing. Acceptor skills (written, oral) are often
shown in a complementary relationship, in a given scenario. Special attention is paid to conceptualizing language forms in line with pragmatic goals. Each trip ends with a variety of expression activities, providing tasks close to life. Evaluation with ego-centered. Evaluation is treated in two forms. On the one hand, it sums up in it offers real
training in validation skills related to targeted CECRL levels. Ali DELF tutorial is provided at the end of each file. As File 4 is the last for A2 level, a DELF A2 test is presented in two parts at the end of the 6-file set (Bl level entry files), and allows the evaluation of the assumed skills achieved at the end of the A2 level. On the other hand,
Alther ego suggests teaching the learner in a real formative assessment, is to say that it focuses on learning: cards toward portfolio, understanding the action are moments of reflection that allow the learner to take a constructive look at their learning, evaluate themselves and ultimately check their progress with the teacher with the help of
the test (available in the instructional guide). In this way, the pedagogical guide formative assessment tests proposed at the end of each case help raise awareness of the skills developed in previous lessons and the means to improve. This system helps the learner to have the right portfolio, gives the teacher the means to set up a real
learning contract with the learner. The ego change is: 'Renewed and updated documents' - enhanced action activities are now real grounds for the learner to perform tasks close to life. Each case is composed of a project composed of three tasks. These tasks can be learned as lessons or performed at once. Even more learning tools at
the end of this file, a double screen for practice, approval and acquired systematics, and a DELF page allow you to train for the exam. At the end of the book, phonic-graphical activities are proposed to facilitate the integration of the language's orthographic system. A thematic dictionary was created to help the learner obtain the essential
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&amp;= r.lkl'ic:t.= l.'�mmm•ni.! �'ollw111:ç:i.= il= •t.f:ilk=&gt;irn:on! A:f.b tnrllilt .;·:ii'*lllininpourt)ijotl. Q nl'Ml! (l'(mfl! IC' p.:11di1 leur 10!Tl. ln (llUll'. IÎI 110111 n: k. L'Uftllllllll $1 un pl'Upl.... IMl! U bllntsbon. fl&lt;rn .mu.,..,ihl'biliff=&gt;ID &lt;lomo, olw-.1h'ajlo!op,,al),..,i,:oo.=&gt;&lt;/lomo,&gt; &lt;wW� ....,..... v= 29= �4= ��·= �==:::
!������=�:,�· 1=&gt;&lt;/wW�&gt; &lt;ll.l.ptt111ilcfabt11l-. ... �pub!ltdt�cjm1111�= wcl.of!ll�'llolll$8iouuim.u1�w1•11m1.�'11ebtlcil'ls= �vohlni:.= °''�= r'wldo,= il!...,,•.= rkh.... 91'01-w.. 1io= •= clltwylaoll1l.ltl!! ietl�elel�l�wrvlmpropoml;sontg1•111tu,= m.wf!ltdlttrl��=
•�lllw'pboo.dt�t..,.,..,.desloo.uimddl9'11'ro116�t,p/llb= i.= cetllttfdeprbente:= 1= �parisiens.= c.. unsitek!wntt�itpourles= locatades.= �= a.vniot1flw:?justiflezvo:rerfpanse= •vecdtsl!lltril!ltdultxte.= a.! lfautpayerpaururnlse1lesjtrlicts=&gt;&lt;/ll.l.ptt111ilcfabt11l-.&gt; &lt;1t�1l1!00G�&gt;&lt;/1t�1l1!00G�&gt; &lt;-�ffll· c'k�il61.�•�:.��drjoro......,.,.,.= tlpr0t�•... w.. = o= ,.....= ._,___...._=&gt;&lt;/-�ffll·&gt; &lt;Q1K11«otih,lti�Oltlla�-�dti '-lmf.•..... �·...........,.��=&gt;&lt;/Q1K11«otih,lti�Oltlla�-�dti&gt; &lt;&gt; &lt;�lyj111.. •• 9,..,,._1r-.w1... i.i... 1r11a1u.= != t-qlll-�ll=&gt;UtnlK &lt;_.,,... �Ot�•tlttc''' .... ....=&gt;&lt;/_.,,... �Ot�•tlttc''' .... &gt; &lt;/�lyj111..
••&gt; &lt;/rn&gt; &lt;/lertptder�pi�.1,ic,,ertfwllio.&gt; &lt;/lertptder�pi�.1,ic,,ertfwllio.&gt; ۰،-lt;OllNftll11vkffWIN u1rtt.,--a-l;' ;. f:o-...-.. 111.m ... Rm.. = ........,.. lm'-0!4e j ...__lvowrkt-.. Uu-pow. U.. 1 ..اﻳﺮج-o.1o11 C Id!. thMI M:l.ll,.. rrti - 't1- f!m't! آﻗﺎي ﻫﻠﻮﺗﺮم. ''onw llltRldotll!lM lnfl'fftf 'lt;t:t. 1'... _.= .........._,_..._?,_...,._..,,....,= --= -= ··· = .....,=
·14 1011= exen:1ce= en= 1nteract1on= vousrencontrezu11{e)vols!n(e)mst•ué(e)depulspeu= ,-= propc!us.= b.l'objttt!lr:lepatishobilaltslde= trou... e.rdenouve11uj1locat11jres. -onad'.l!bord-upfrirnenhle-network- so(.laltnm hablt's'u1seul' q.vtil!rdep;iris. 'lt;lrerendu ''-3.qllelservltepo11rqul?'usezles' bhoiqsexl)flmb' speakslontalruetnotezlenumro i.. a,3,= 4ousldu= sl!f/ruqulpe11tet:reutllei= thaquepenonne,= o.ludea83ans,eltesotjl'laltelrnuver=&gt;&lt;/lrerendu&gt; &lt;lflts pour= passerctes= momentsagréables= ensemble.-+= semcen•..,= b.ioôcaeuunmu.tièmetnfw.= poufavoirul'lt'chambreenjxus,= ildoitfa!reunedetnanoed'tchange= d'appatlemenl.-+=
servl(e=&gt;&lt;/lflts&gt; &lt;'� c.jmuesedt1nndequond�1.1ratie1.1= ll!p«l(hai11efêtedequ1111ie1.= -+servlcen-= iopolnts1= production= orale= vouse:tes=&gt;&lt;/'�&gt; &lt;1Jllnouveau voi$ill= l'ic!notm?lleiolsmequies!mstauheldep1,1= s= peu= �temps= dans= vot1e= immeuble= vous1111demandezs·u= fsidees1bien= !nstatlé(@l=
h/elle= yolis= racolle= ,= �''n1wpast'saviedamrimmeubk= equtrtle�e11camp�lsonavecsavte�sol'l= 111cltfllieu= ,-=&gt;&lt;/1Jllnouveau&gt; &lt;le 111!= iollellilsc.�llt'àdlfux.. = -- .................. ...,....------132t-- -- one page to test skills and train for examination - 'oral comprehension' and 'written production' or 'written understanding' and 'oral
production' nb.-the record '5' counts three pages ' 6) '7.' 'm'mon' alter ego's about a friendly relationship --------------Pragmatic objective aimed rjlll Wall .13 lnfos Photos 114) [] Articles 16s1:ize Document trigger written and/or or or - Lessons of Understanding Of Memory Aids to retain the essential Romain Tavernier next My article. .ﻣﻨﺎﺑﻌﯽ
در ا ﻣﺎﻧﻨﺪ دوﺳﺘﺎن. Lfl1L2'en - J'amll!, OEJJ (!ﺷﺒﮑﻪ. t'aml d. ،،' . . . Commnler ﯾﮑﺸﻨﺒﻪ. to 15010 , Yannis Kurdjian Sa1 seen a sondag , the.friendship, is when one gets trusted, is when one feels tiirt7Mclw, â 1613-S - Gendrauu L: ﻫﻤﭽﻨﯿﻦ1  ﭼﯿﺰﻫﺎﯾﯽ ﮐﻪ ﮐﺴﯽamHel; Iï  ﭼﻪ ﮐﺴﯽdtmMctw. lf.42' Iaimi:. Lt./OllNftll1vkffWINYou know all about our
lives, that nou1 that says everything and to whom we can all days without having two Maxims! Where other ideas: a friend's colleague, like him so bad that always poses dimum.he, at 19:17.. fo:1;rne. Na;: aet Breton what this a' is. Shoes, they are classified not DAA is often more durable including! h1 (ld'i. il17,55, Ytiime O@ watch this
Facebook page and reply. 1. What information do you find about the user? 2- What's going on? O@) Read the Facebook page and tell us what kind of friends are referred to. b) Consider your definitions for certain categories of friends. c) Increase the definitions of friendship. Romin interviews people to prepare her article. Listen to the
certificates and tell each person what altruism they're talking about (look at the Facebook page). Justify your response. POINT Language the relative pronouns that, that, to whom to give clarifications a) Complete the definitions. Boyfriend is... I call to get out but ... im not saying personal things . · 1 . L has ersonne's best friend... knows
Phosphate1que in 1en with ----i---t -or tede n'o tr 'e vi. .. - o'n p e ut-to-u-... dem a nede. --,-1 the contents of the lesson ... we can see every day . Friendship is a relationship... it's based on trust. This is a link... You can't define it in a sentence. b) Complete the rule with relative pronouns, which, to whom. Pronoun ... It is the subject of
'pronoun ... The direct object supplement (COD) is the following verb. Pronoun ... Is Indirect Object Supplement (IOC) Note! Relative calm pronouns that can represent living things or things. That's exclusively a person. Production [s] Ultimate[s] -T-,------iummml! EJ'fl Mo alter ego l!! lllEll!! Lll ' AtD-MÉMOIR.. Giving the definition of
friendship is a relationship that is based on trust. Friendship is a link to the perpetual. A friend is someone's virtual friend when you get along well/ Who's in our calls. 'W4!' B4''-Mt Talking about friendly relationships - people; Contact us - familiar - friend/girlfriend a friend (fam.) - (vral)j friend - confidant - rel himself ::ilfnn: getting along well not getting along - feeling good with someone - trust themselves - trust - complicity.... Be complicit - trust something/confide on someone,.. Confident Ui414H-i, Qi 8 Atlantic Ci Qu'elle, who, him or who is he? listen and tell me what phrase you hear . - a) The magazine loves him. b) The magazine he loves. 2. This is a friend who knows
Marco. b) He is a friend he knows, Marco. 3. The quality he prefers. b) He prefers to be 4-O) who help him. b) The person who helps him. 5. A colleague who tells him everything. b) A colleague who tells him everything in small groups. 1. Each person formulates his or her own definition of friendship. Then compare your definitions. 2.
Provide a definition of these three types of friends, then complete the list with other categories: childhood friend, distant friend, favorite friend. 3. Write a message to Romain on Facebook to suggest your definitions. He® swap! What kind of friends do you have? Choose an example to show a bunch of friends. 17 to 17 confederations? 8. 8
Eight Dip, -Mn m 1.! %!!! 11Jlmll Breath Change Me &gt; Describe the character of a person you want to pay tribute to someone important to you or who has marked your life? The language point for conceptualizing and absorbing Channel 1 language content offers you a minute of airtime to express yourself! Every night at 8.40pm, in I
take you to PARLER - leave your suggestions on our response device on 0 840 404000 or by email: jesuisvenuvousparlerde@Canall.corn O@ a) read the ad and identify its purpose. b) Identify and explain the title of the show. O®G3 listen to the message left on the Channel 1 response and response device. 1. Who is he talking about? 2.
What is their relationship? 3. When and how did their relationship begin? Listen to the tribute again and find the evoked traits. Select. That's interesting! The patient is tyrannical 1 1 1 is subtle, impatient; -J rest;ale;;; (We) I is ag;ss e l lsponibi; 1 is!innerous!j; deJhum;u.'. ! Referencing practice projects exercises: 1 project per file, 1 task per
lesson - listen to reference 1 in exact grammar point language llb Hl% Cf'1 1 'MiAk Mlei! b. i'111.ii Introductory and name to talk about character a) read the following phrases and identify features and flaws. b) Complete. Introductory patient impatient aggressive thriller (ive) generous (euse) hot (euse) antoine features of my character's
patience'... Bearing competence X authority my availability'... Curiosity... X Coolness Selfish Humor 4i4i-h-i.; W@! I'd call f. Ami born jes me 1: a children's woman. ,. .. From my life... That's me! Leter I breathe lmll.! %!!! LlJ a) See these sentences with a compound past. He is the one who turned on my childhood. - He looked after me a lot.
- He left last year. In each set of sentences, verbs have a theme. Select the correct answers to complete the rule. To the compound past: - We use dêtre D auxiliary for all pronoun verbs and fifteen verbs to come/ come/ come up/down, arrive/go, enter/exit, trachea/die, stay, come back. Fall, become, cross. Past-O participant agrees O
does not agree with the topic. We use help 0 be0 to have for all other verbs. Pasta agrees O doesn't agree with the topic. diJNA-M,4WIWW l De: c:iairelebreboy'?f@gm;iit.com! G........... À_, ...,i''. f svoo..,' _'_'..'' -1.c -m..........,....,.......,,. To talk to him,... thread : tribute . Hi, I want to talk to you about Christine. We worked on the Paris-Madrid
El train, we have a millimeter of sympathy suites. Christine Sisters. Brilliant, el mo.i.jesuis is shy. We worship our e1 full parfaiEemem. Christine, there's more than one. Friend - for me; In tiJ from when he became 1 Allier my ego. She's the one who has a lot of quilts and I love her so much! Claire 1 in turn, you came to my company show
to talk to you about... To pay tribute to the person who has marked your life. An email to Channel 1: -Now this person: -Specify what your link is; - Describe his personality. Q) Write audio track C1 from CD-9 CD and Class 9 CD. &gt; CD-ed included, including: - All audio from student books in MP3 format - mu ltilingue interactive dictionary
'INTERACTIVE LEXIC;ilt PO &lt;tvgUh a'ord(itred'i= -= un e= frise= chronologique = culturelle = -= les = outils = pour = l'autoéva = luation = := des = fiches = vers = le = portfolio = et = le = portfolio = • -i· . ••= n. '--= ,. = '=&gt;&lt;/tvgUh&gt; &lt;::, vers= le= portlioll.10,= comprendre= pour= agir= dossier= 1= votretravailoa/'csleo er=
1=&gt;&lt;/::,&gt; &lt;•Ml'Glr·W.. c!MSll... _r&gt;&lt;/•Ml'Glr·W.. c!MSll... _r&gt; &lt;.,NSJMU ---= votreautqt'/aluatioh= ••fall81oie&amp;l= ........-= ,....,._=&gt;&lt;/.,NSJMU &gt; &lt;&gt; &lt;ellcM4'&gt;&lt;/ellcM4'&gt; &lt;....__,,,._,&gt;. Arrb--.-....-,,w.,..,... tlittw-uonpi!t11 &lt;.,._ oau • .,..._= o= turtltftte = ü•1m:r:o.t•_......,ictito= c:! fno•
=&gt;&lt;/.,._&gt; &lt;tsoe* o- =&gt;&lt;/tsoe* &gt; &lt;Jt.ltkte kott&gt;&lt;/Jt.ltkte kott&gt; &lt; «l'°·-(1). ROolll...) ·- ...... ..:.:... · -- :::-.==. ::'....... ------- ___................-...-- c 0 ____...............- 0 -.---....-... 0 0 ::::::::::::..:.----..... 0 0 c 0 --- ----'- 0 0 §§ ? c c 0 0 :=== =.. -:=...'::. 0 0 ::;:;; ......,.,.+o,oot.. -.....- g c :::::::::.:.. ..:.... 0 0 - ........................._ 0 n §§ - 0 c 0 c g c 0 ..;;;..,;;;;; .......-...- 0 ____...._......,...,.__ 0 ,_....,._ .. -'. · ,, :::::: .:.- g ·-= ......= ..:.:...= ·--= :::-.==. ::'....... -------= ___................-...--= c= 0= ____...............-= 0= = -.---....-... = 0= 0= ::::::::::::..:.----.....= 0= 0= c= 0= --- ----'-= 0= 0= §§ ?= c= c= 0= 0= :=== =.. -:=...'::. 0= 0= ::;:;; ......,.,.+o,oot.. -.....-= g= c= = 0= 0= - .........................=0=
n= §§ -= 0= c= 0= c= g= c= 0= ..;;....,;;;;;; .......-...- = 0= ____._......,...,.__= 0= ,_....,._= .. = -'.= '='=:=:::::::::=g=&gt;&lt;/ «l'°·-(1). ROolll...) ·- ...... ..:.:... · -- :::-.==. ::'....... ------- ___................-...-- c 0 ____..................0 -.---....-... 0 0 ::::::::::::..:.----..... 0 0 c 0 --- ----'- 0 0 §§ ? c c 0 0 :=== =.. -:=...'::. 0 0 ::;:;; ......,.,.+oot.. -.....- g c :::::::::::..... ..:.... 0 0
- ......................................0 n §§ - - 0 c 0 c g c 0 ..;;...,;;;;;;;;;;;;;; .......-...- 0 ____...._......,...,.__ 0 ,_....,._ .. -'. · ,, :::::: .:.- g &gt; &lt;/....__,,,._,&gt; &lt;/....__,,,._,&gt; 0 0:::::-0 0 0 0 c.; ...;;.; -.. g 0:::::::... =.. 0 g 0 0 ::..:------0 0 c 0 0 --.. --·· - 0 ........,,- c '---Z--K. 11;z wt-e iW GJli 'f Discover the big names in contemporary French culture ..,,, . ' ' ' . ,,.·
iE' i'i f.i ' -... ..................., i',',;;;;;; ,.., ' ,,,,. » ' • ' • __.... ! ' ;. k. ...: · ..... ....:.=:.. c 0 0 Q0 0.o c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 &gt; Free downloadable project pages for each work, for free for any work, you n guided tour with the trigger to pay tribute artist, one job, you go to LESSON 3 telling session Selfenriched with artist &gt;Hand digital guide with: - all contents of student books - TNI activities for class - audio class - activity book - project pages - educational guide &gt; personal accompaniment cd 500 activities and training flexible and compatible parcous to not learner. Content Socio-cultural goals Sociocultural lessons Ob. . f. .· ' &gt; ·
., •· · .. • . : ' · ''Objetives'linguistics' ,,, , ..,!, .' 'Thematics 1ect1 s pragmat1ques-1 p. hi-1 9 2% to 23 23 2H 27 1 p 34 to 37 38 to 41 3 42 to 45 10 ten File 1 I have relationships! Friendly relationships - talking about a friendly relationship - relative pronouns: - relationship conditions - giving a definition that, to whom is friendly - describing a
person - structure to give - introductory and name (personality, flaws, characteristics) definition: that when, to talk about personality, it-name - relative suggestion - past formed by being and agreeing past participant (recall) relationships - reporting words - indirect speech to the present - conditions related to the neighborhood - speaking
About the neighborhood of those relationships - incomplete (calling the neighborhood mascara) and present - awakening changes for comparison (recall) - comparison structures of love encounters - telling a collision - compounded and incomplete past - terms related to collisions - telling suites - some past appearances in love with
irregular encounters - time markers (1): There is a contemporary writer: discovering a contemporary writer and understanding what their style perceives a literary text related to a snapshot session making a tribute : Artist, Work - Task 1: Presenting an Artist and Symbolic Work - Task 2: Giving From the artist through quotes - Duty 3: Telling
your session with the artist file 2 towards the active life program Erasmus Student Internship Job Search and presentation in employment interviews - telling the university experience - telling the job experience - looking for a job - understanding the ad, suggesting features for work - Apply for a job: write a CV and motivational email; emmenlj - time markers (2): because, during, ily (recall); : formation of regular and irregular verbs - Terms related to studies - Terms related to work experience - Terms related to job search and business - Terms related to job description and professional qualities - Mail/motivation letter formulas - some impersonal formulas to express
necesity: it is important/ essential to. , who she, who, who he or he - Phonie-graphie: the sound [i] and his spellings; Distinguish between sounds [o-i] and [a-i]; [wa] and [o]; homophones of [k'el] - Rhythm and intonation to indirect discourse - Imperfect distinction - compound past - Phonie-graphic: spellings of ['] - Pronunciation of adverbs in
-ment - Phony-edict: the spelling -pronounced [i] or not pronounced ' acronyms of acronyms and acronyms' Phony-phony: homonophy: letters of the alphabet / words in language - Intonation: advice or order - Pronunciation of the subjunctive - Phonie-graphie: pronunciation of i and yselon the graphic context the educational system in
France Discover the French education system and identify similarities and differences with it from your country understand an article about a young Frenchman and identify his educational background in the education system making cards for the forum discovery guilds - Task 1: Determine the trading panel to be presented - Task 2:
Business Development : Writing advice is part of trade sheet 11. Content of social-cultural goals social and cultural lessons 0. .1 . - --- ., &lt;,:, --Language Goals. -- __ , ' . , ., Thematics bJect1 s pragmatlques 1 p. 52 55 2 56 to 5 3% to 63 70 to 73 74 to 77 78 to 81 File 3 France as seen by.. Stereotypes: - Talking about a country - relative
pronouns - some french phrases and its inhabitants where and including talking about a country seen elsewhere - discovering stereotypes - dramatic pronouns (living conditions, mentality) - understanding and expressing (which, that is, they, those) - expressing one percent, percentage of statistical data living in France first - questioning in
/ 'voquer' - reverse question - Some markers live elsewhere changing lives by another issue thirring by a timely (1) expressing your feelings pronoun-related circumstances related to different lifestyle expressions: about change - the question inversely with emotions (state of mind, expats and couples living pronoun point of view) two
sentences - citing differences to the compound past - words and cultural constructions - unlimited propositions and to express rules - understanding the use of adverb : Someone, nothing, knowing and the rules of knowing to live a person, nowhere, etc. The quality of life in Paris first - understanding a study - extraordinary - conditions
related to the place of living in a comparative province, ranking - what, what, is (province/capital) - talking about where you live, highlights - some verbs to speak justifies their choices of benefits cultural differences the city understands the song creating stereotypes and cultural differences and quiproquos understand and report quiproquos
making an exhibition - Task 1: 'Development of the Map of France' Seen by us regarding the French surfa' duty 2: presenting an aspect of life in France - Task 3: Providing a region or city file 4 Mediamania new modes of information, traditional media participatory media: online press, radio, tv news and radio superstition helping
participatory media - report an event - offer a proposal, encourage action - intervene in blogstan - understand the headline press - react / comment on a tv program - Understanding the events reported in the media - reporting a miscellaneous fact - testimony of an event - the pronoun of interrogation - the possessive pronoun - if incomplete
to propose/provoke - nominalization - gender name - it is, .. Who's that... Only to highlight - past time - passive form - past participant agreement with COD identify superstition and share their experience on it - Task 1: Discover the Media And now one - Task 2 : Reaction to a task article 3: develop a contribution - Terms and verbal
expressions to inform about an event - Terms of blogstan - Terms related to media - Conditions related to superstition, gambling - Conditions related to the declaration of theft: people and actions - pronunciation percentage - Bogus graphia: spelling in, water, EU, oeu, or (where, where) - The inefine: rhythm and accentuation - Phonywriting: verb/subject pronoun in the reverse question - More pronunciation in the superlative - Phonie-graphie: pronounced or unpronounced e- Intonation: astonishment or simple question - Phonie -graph: [jE] or [jrn] phrase and song emphasis - fabricated graphism: [5] or [:m] - passive vocal sequence - Phonie-graphie: Past participant
agreement having eleven 1 1 12. Content of social-cultural goals of social and cultural lessons. ··.···:; =-·,. (ii:;r/J_;!.: li'- Objéctiis iinguisjique i , '. ;-' ·· :. : :· Thematics Ob1ect1fs pragmat1ques 1 p. 88 to 91 2 p. 92 to 95 3 percent 96 to 99 1 108 to 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 to 1 1 5 3 percent 1 1 6 to 1 1 9 12 Twelve records 5 leisure moments
Cannes Film Festival - Introducing a director / - Proximity location - Terms for film and film critics a film at compound times and awards - Expression of appreciation - Place of terminology - Terminology QueJques and (revisions and phrases for deep expression) Appreciation in a leisure film: MJC-stimulated to practice personal pronounleisure-related home conditions for all activities after and from - conditions related to associations and accompanying life - talk about its activities - IOC pronouns (remembered) of leisure and life - indirect pronouns in - some formulas for association and stimulation of different types - choosing a benefit - gerondif - conditions related to
Pronoun Place Tourism &amp; Reservation, Unusual Tourism) – Booking in and y tion (meals, accommodation..) - informing on the way to celebrating events discovering urban cultural events (White Night, Music Festival) and Cultural Development Project - Task 1: Providing panoramic of French-language travel festivals around - Task 2:
Select one/festivals and determine the residence of festivals - Task 3: Consider the residence requirements of our 6th world case! Wishes and wishes for tomorrow's humanitarian/volunteer travel action Chinese portrait travel stories if I did.. - Consider the future: expression - wish expression: - conditions related to music
wishes/hopes/aspirations that - subjunctive, and to bands hope that - represents, - the formula for expression - offer suggestions I'd say a wish - talk about its benefits, its obligations - express a goal, a goal - deliver a project - imagine a hypothetical situation or otherwise The actual - present/summary of a book - your opinion, justify your
choices - express agreement, subcontract, I want to - infinitely - the terms of the forums - present conditional for discussion on the Internet suggested - Purpose: in order / For infinity, so that I forge - subjunctive - present conditional (project, unrealistic situation) - connections to express cause and consequence : Because, as, in fact, that is
why /it is why/may that, therefore, then, - through / because of a few verbal formulas to represent a purpose - verb to represent interests - terms related to the travel narrative - formula in your opinion, to express agreement/disagreement speaking to yourself through situations Dummy: Chinese portrait game understands the narrative of
self-biography through literary excerpts imagining initiative - Task'1: According to initiatives based on common aspirations related to culture - Task 2: Defining initiative: actions, goals and French-language means-Task 3: Presenting and debating the project - Intonation: enthusiasm or disappointment - Phonie-graphie : old/old, beautiful/bel,
new Intonation - Intonation: incitement and encouragement - Distinction [a] / [year] - Phonie-edgraphy: spellings of [a]; Distinction [ei], [5] and [Jn]; Sounds [a], [5] and gerondif, nasal walkets/oral waks - pronunciation r - Phonie-graphia: revision of spellings [E] - Virelangues and matched groups - Simple distinction/upcoming contingent now

- Phonie-graphie: present conditional - Intonation of insistence - Phonie-graphie: verb in -geret -ceravec. Content Content Content Socio-cultural Goals Sociocultural Lessons Ob f . Thematic language goals Jectl s pragmat1ques 1 p. 1 26 to 1 29 2 File 7 Alternatives Changing Life, Career Change - Thinking a Life Change - Understanding
a Biography Female Profession - &gt;, Reporting a Conversation Male Professions - Reporting an Event Exploits and Successes Exceptional, a feat 3 p. 34 to 1 37 Regrets Related Life choices - imagining a different past - putting an event in a narrative to the past - expressing regret - time markers (3): in duration (versus this and during,
recall) - expression of time relationships: before - infinitely, after - infinite past - relative pronoun where - discourse reported to the past - unreal past: if too full, conditional - recent past and The near future in a narrative to the past - expressions of regret: regret of 'infinite past,' 'I wanted/wanted - infinite - conditions related to the
entertainment world - biographic conditions - some time markers (2) of some professions - some terms for expressing emotions and reactions - some phrases for expressing emotions/emotions, behaviors that I have attitudes - interface and sequence - phony : Linking and chaining - h mutei h aspirated - Intonation : discouragement or
determination - Dummy Writing: Spelling [e]: er, ez, e, e - Intonation regret: or satisfaction - Phonie-graphia: revision of the spellings of [e] and [i:] Games on the words Discover French and foreign pictorial expressions from the play on the double meaning (literal sense Igur fiative) 1 p 144 to 147 2 p. 148 to 151 3 pp. 1 52 to 155
participating in a distinguished character literary contest - Task 1: Imagine the protagonism and plot a story - Task 2: Writing stories - Duty 1 3: Read the stories and names of the winners of file 8 Educ-French actions - understanding the manifesto - and the environment, instigating action challenge operations - stance, expression for land
reading comments, initiatives - understanding history around reading an event - talking about reading - applying for an object education loan - understanding / Giving and preventing arguments for health prevention : Warnings and agitation - expressing intrigue - blame - expressing necessity with subjunctive or infinite - my subjunctive
contrast in certainty suggests doubt, will, observation) - The expression of temporal relationships: from, as soon as, since, up to - double pronouns - structures for the expression of consequences - incomplete or conditional for blaming founding books discovering French founding books and reading environmental and ecological conditions
- some imperfect terms of necessity - conditions related to books and reading - verbs to talk about loans/ borrowing from an object - Adverbial expressions for -  ﺗﻠﻔﻆ-  ﯾﮏ:3  وﻇﯿﻔﻪ:2  آﻣﻮزﺷﯽ وﻇﯿﻔﻪ-  ﮐﻨﯿﺪ، ﯾﮏ ﻣﺸﮑﻞ:1  وﻇﯿﻔﻪ-  ﯾﮏ- Phony-graphy: distinction of some verbal forms - The e-caduc and double pronouns - Phonie-graphia:
distinction [d] / [i:] in the first syllable of words and verbs - Intonation: reproach or indignation Phonie-graphie p. 163-1?2 - p. 1?3-18? Lexicon thematic p: 195-204 - Transcripts p. 205-224 thirteen 13 14. ﻓﺮاﻧﮑﻮﻓﻮﻧﯽ.. It's not going to be - ru.7/--c:ad-a-... Qo. O.!  · زﻫﺮا.ﻟﻴﻼ:::... ç'-r..,c '- '-'? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . = .= (·· •= '* .' .-lt. 'is' - '': 'number' of 'french-speaking' by 'large' regions - -- '-'- '', '', ' ' ' '.' = .. = .= ----.· c7 - mi1:_jg 1;,.. -.;;..,...= -= -= .. 'Rtoao', ''.';'; -,,my -- .- .- -- ,., - ''Martinique'- ''g: 'guadeloupe',',''''' - -.--------------- - --------Atlantic --1:::::::::::::::::::-- jc.1togo, gatl_,The French language in the world is a mother-tongue and
an official language, an official language and a language of instruction, French, French, a status) official local ----------------- ----.... : - paèifice- l:: q J-,,.,...', : = ·· At. Talking about u does a micale relationship - Describ a person's ca ractère Lesson 2 Neighbors, '3'  ﭘﺮوژه-  ﺑﻮک-  ﯾﮏDELF A2 - gt;  ﯾﮏA2،  ﺗﻐﯿﯿﺮ ﮐﺮدن1 .166 2. ﮐﺎر ﻓﻮﻧﯿﮑﯽ.. L:I l nfos
l@J 0'  ' ﻋﮑﺲ،IJ ، '1 1 5) 16 ' Yannis Kurdjian Sabrina Duboile Lucie Verhayde Nathanael Breton Driss Mourrabed Mathias Montale Search Romain Tavernier Journalist at Journalist- Studied at: University of Nancy - Born on October 26 Mur Publish: Status Photo Link Video Question Romain Tavernier My next article is about friendship. In
particular, in a variety of friends. I already have a few clues: for example, a friend of the opposite sex, a virtual friend [social networking), a favorite friend [which is useful, it's all...]. Give me ideas, examples, challenges... I'd also need temoig nages to show up. I'm counting on you! [It's urg ent!) i like it. Commenting Sunday, at 15:10 Younis
Kedjian wanted a survey: o n has an average of five real friends... A friend when you get along well it's a relationship that's based on trust, it's when you feel good about another, even if you're different. Dima nche, at 1:6:38 pm I love Le Gendrault's virtual friend: this is a person who is in our common ntacts, someone we don't necessarily
know in real life but q u I share &gt;&lt; things with us... There's also a friend: it's the Copa on or girlfriend that hit me when I want to go out but to them I don't say things that are nothing. On Sunday, at 6:42 p.m., I love Sabrina Dubois. This is someone who knows all about our lives, who accepts us as us; Friends like that, we have one or
two max 1 other ideas: friend colleague, confidant friend, distant friend, my toxic [your friend mez good but that's always a problem). d i manc he, at 1 9:17 I love Nathaniel Burton What is this article? Friends aren't like shoes, we don't categorize them! Friendship is a bond that is often more perpetual than love and cannot be defined in one
sentence! Monday, 1:55 p.m. I love my dream [fam.) -- enough 17. O@ look at this Facebook page and respond. 1. What information do you find about the user? 2- What's going on? (0) A) Read the Facebook page and tell me what kind of friends are listed. b) Consider the definitions given for certain categories of friends. c) Increase the
definitions of friendship. Romin interviews people to prepare her article. Listen to the certificates and tell each person what altruism they're talking about (look at the Facebook page). Justify your response. POINT Language Relative pronouns that, that, to whom to give clarifications a)Complete definitions. Rafiq's friend is a boyfriend... I call
to get out but ... im not saying personal things . Fred's best friend is... Knows all about our lives, ... You can ask for anything, ... can you every day. Friendship is a relationship... it's based on trust. This is a link... You can't define it in a sentence. b) Complete the rule with relative pronouns to whom. Pronoun ... It's a matter of pronouns...
The direct object supplement (COD) is the following verb. Pronoun ... Is Indirect Object Supplement (IOC) Note! Relative pronouns that can represent the living or things. represented exclusively by an individual. Sports No. 1 and 2. p. 30 I changed my ego i!-i.J.ill1h-1fdl tDE-MÉMOtR.E giving friendship the definition of a relationship that is
based on trust. Friendship is a link to the perpetual. A friend is someone's virtual friend when you get along well/ Who's in our calls. Practice number three! p. 30 Talking about friendly relationships - People: Contact - Familiar - Boyfriend /Girlfriend - Friend (Fam.) - Friend - Confidence - Relationship: Be in. Trust-complicity-be-confidesomething/confide on someone - give confidence exercise No. 4 l. 30 0 Apstick C2 what is he, who is he, who he is or who he is? listen and tell me what phrase you hear . 1. A) The magazine he likes. b) The magazine he loves. 2. This is a friend who knows Marco. b) He is a friend he knows, Marco. 3. a) Q uality he prefers. b) The quality
he prefers. 4. The person who helps him. b) The person who helps him. 5. A colleague who tells him everything. b) Peer in q ui he says it all. in small groups . 1. Each person formulates his or her own definition of friendship. Then compare your definitions. 2. Define these three types of friends, then complete the list with other categories:
childhood friend, distant friend, favorite friend. 3. Write a message to Romain on Facebook to suggest your definitions. O@ Stock Exchange! What kind of friends do you have? Choose an example to show a bunch of friends. Seventeen 17 18. i-MM51Wi.!. I'm breathing my change &gt; describing a person's personality you want to pay
tribute to someone who matters to you or who has marked your life? 0) Channel 1 offers you a minute of air time to express yourself! EVERY NIGHT AT 8.40PM, IN I'M TO YOU TO PARLER - LEAVE YOUR SUGGESTIONS ON OUR RESPONSE DEVICE ON 0 840 40 4000 OR BY EMAIL: jesuisvenuvousparlerde@canall.com a) READ
THE AD AND IDENTIFY ITS PURPOSE. b) Identify and explain the title of the show. O@ C3 listen to testimony on Channel 1 and respond. 1. Who is he talking about? 2. What is their relationship? 3. When and how your relationship ? Listen to the tribute again and find the evoked traits. Select. Person: Selfish is impatient is cool 'hot is an
aggressive tolerance available generously is a humor of 18 eighteen introductory points of language and name to talk about character a) read the following words and identify features and flaws. b) Complete. Introductory Patient Impatient Exciting Aggressive Yummy (ive) Generous (euse) Hot (euse) X Character Features Patience...
Tolerance of competence X X authority availability... Curiosity... X coldness selfishness humor Exercise No. 5 , p. 30 19. Read the two emails sent for the show I came to talk to you about... For each message, find out: - who pays tribute to who and uel q is a bond with who writes; - a person's personality traits; - how the relationship began
and why the person is important to the author of the message. From: antoineboileautawanadoo.fr To: I'm going to talkdetacanal1.com Object: Tribute to an important person Hello, I, there is one person I adore and to whom I would like to pay tribute. He is the person who has illuminated my childhood, he has taken great care of me. Her
name is Juliette, she's my paternal grandmother. She's a smart, generous and happy woman, she loves kids. He attended all the important moments of my life, but moved to the provinces last year. . . . I miss him so much! Antoine clairelebreboyerragmail.com jesuisvenus parledetacanal1.com Thread: Hello tribute, I want to talk to you
about Christine we met on the Paris and Madrid trains and immediately sympathized. Christine is extensive, brilliant and I'm shy, but we love each other and we complement each other perfectly. Christine is more of a friend to me; over time she became my changing ego. He's someone I owe so much to and I love him so much! Claire
breath changed my second.!. 111-1.@ifdl POINT agreed past participant (recall) a) view of these sentences in the compound past. He is the one who turned on my childhood. - He looked after me a lot. - He left last year. 7 In each set of sentences, verbs have the same theme. .. - b) Select the correct answers to complete the rule. To the
compound past: - We use D to help for all pronoun verbs and fifteen verbs to come/ come up/down, reach/leave, enter/exit, mother/die, stay, come back, fall, pass. 7. Participates D agrees D does not agree with the topic. We use D auxiliary D for all other verbs. 7. Past partnership D agrees D does not agree with the topic. Practice
number 6 1 percent in turn, you want to participate in the show I've come to talk to you about... To pay tribute to the person who has marked your life. Write an email to Channel 1: - Introduce this person; - Specify what your link is. - Describe his personality; 20. File 1 Lesson 2 Neighbors, Neighbors &gt; O@ O@ View Posters and
Assumptions about the Neighbors Solidarity Program: What is the purpose of this initiative? Read the article and explain its title. Live most good things about the www.voisinssolidaires.fr here, no party without Allin Keeper! Neighborhood. On the occasion of the 11th Day of the Neighbors of today's age, six and a half million French will
gather for the moment of being alive. Once in all, it's the concierge that organizes it, like Allin. He shines the floors of the stairwells, follows the comings and goings, receives packages, looks after the roses in the yard, feeds the residents' cats on holiday, is often invited to house newcomers, helps in case of problems, gets up in the middle
of the night when there is a water leak. . . . And once a year he becomes party organizer! Tonight, for Neighbors Day, Allyn, the concierge at 223-225 rue de Charenton at Pari s (1 2nd), gathered 250 tenants and owners at home, to share a drink and dinner. According to Today in France. -POINT Culture- 1' Read the following text.
Identifying the common goal of neighbors' solidarity and neighbors' day plans. Identify specific goals and key features of each app. ... A project for a more humane neighborhood in 1999, the Association of Festive Buildings created in France's La Fête des Voisins: Once a year, neighbors meet for a drink or a meal - it's a moment of
conviviality to (better) meet each other. Today, Neighbors Day is celebrated in 32 countries (Neighbors Day). A party between neighbors a year, this was not enough to combat isolation in cities. In 2009, the Neighbors Solidarity Program was born to strengthen small services between neighbors and promote local solidarity. This is a
question of launching a program of measures related to certain circumstances: summer neighbors (at holiday time), big cold, elevators in the works, Christmas neighbors, sick neighbors.. 20 twenty 1 1 21. a) C) Read the article about Allin and complete the list. Name: DUCHET : ALAIN Building Trustee Agency Description Function
Position: ... Place:... Neighbors, neighbors ii-q.!. fjl.t41f51 0 Phonetics Cs a) Listen and indicate when the voice goes down or up. b) Listen and repeat each sentence. D House on Site D Professional Home Duties: Number of Residents: .. . O@ b) identifying Allin's actions in the building that are not part of his professional duties. Exchange!
Is there neighbors' day and neighbors' solidarity in your country? What do you think of these initiatives? A journalist attended the neighbors' day at the Allin Building, the superintendent. listen to the recording . You participate in the Neighbors Solidarity Program. 1. In small groups, choose an action to launch, for example: The Summer of
the Neighbors (see Point Culture). 1. Identify the people who speak. 2. What are they talking about? Are their reactions positive or negative? 2. Create a poster with your characters and words (or thoughts) in the bubble (see Poster Activity 1). Listen again and make a qualifying choice for Allin. Justify your answers with people's
statements. Allyn is: kind - sick - sober - intelligent - useful - modest. 3. Report different words and/or thoughts to other gro upes, which identify the conditions. Example: He asks his neighbor what he's going through on the evening of December 24 ---- Christmas. POINT Language Report someone's words a) Associate the sentences of
the two columns. Direct Speech 1. What are you doing? Indirect speech (reported speech) a. asks if the day went well. B. We need two of them. C. I'll ask him at 3:00. q ui he is going to. 4. Who are you going to? D. I need five plants, what he does. please! H. I ask us 6. its a day of how it goes . Did it go well? Fatemeh. People say they're
happy. b) Observe the above sentences and complete the rule with it, what if, from. (It is) you/are you happy? 7. To report this closed question (yes/no answer), the ask verb is used. Why are you celebrating? 7 to report this question (and ask questions with how, in whom, when, where, etc.) verbs - the word interrogation is used. What do
you want to drink? 7. To report this uestion q, we are using the request verb for.... Watch the building! Come to the party! 7. To report these words (commands, inductions, requests, advice, etc.), verbs ask, recommend, say, suggest, etc. - infinite verbs are used. We love our keeper very much. Report this statement, we use the verb to
say.... Practice 7 and 8 percent twenty-one 21 22. I-M-t-liiifq. J,f-Neighbors, Neighbors &gt; Talking about positive changes 0) Read these testimonials and respond. 1. Who are the authors of these messages? 2. What do they have in common? 3. Why are the first two names in the right message? Find out what the festive buildings have
brought to each person: identify the status before and the current situation. @c6 listen and identify the situation. Where's the scene? Who's talking? De q uoi? ®c6 and identify Ms. Pincun's reasons for her unhappiness. Justify your answers. 22 Twenty-two language points of ethics: There is no better way to meet people than in a festive
building! Compare Before and Now) Find Resident Comparison: Insert the following sentences into the appropriate column. We talk and go further into service. - We don't know anyone. - We'll announce our marriage. We were just saying a few words- I was just talking to someone, referring to an ancient situation (before) referring to a
current situation (now) b) looking at the sentences above, remember conjugation from incomplete, and then perfect. To incomplete code: - The base is the same with the base... The person at the moment of the code, the endings is: - Ice, I'm sorry. - Iez, I'm sorry. Sport No. 9; Neighbors, second-i.!neighbors. fjltJ.Mdl POINT Language Make a comparison Complete the table with these elements of comparison: as much, more, less, better, better. comparison . . quantity - - Word name . Trait... Exchanges. We talk to each other a life ... nice. more than that . Ali... Quality of life. ... Noise. we dont have a very good life . Quality.. . Adverbe we are doing services ... Often. It
was us... q uand there was no green space. a lot of the time . - - . - He talked. hes noisy too . Such is the good quality of life. it doesnt exist . ... indifferent . We were talking about lower quality of life. it was not as good . At least. life is less pleasant . less often . Accurate! When the second element of comparison is expressed, it is
introduced with it. Example:... ® in small groups. 1. What are your relationships with your neighbors? Do you know them? 2. Take the opposite test and compare your results with other students. 3. Who has the best neighborhood? One day after neighbors day, in your building, you leave a message on the website. Write for: - Your
impressions, your opinion on this kind of event, tell me that it's changed your relationship with your neighbors, and how. Action 10 and 1 1 l. 31 State of links we all have a mode of affairs when we enter a new home, why are the next good sides into a state of links? D Can you tell me how many neighbors you have? fJ in your
neighborhood, when you meet your neighbors.. Are we going to say hello to each other? Are we going to be surprised about that? D Are there places every now and then where the neighborhood can be every now and then? (The courtyard of the building, the green space of the residence. . . . Are there problems, projects in the
neighborhood, which mobilize your neighbors? li) Are there times when the ideas and desires of the neighbors can be expressed and discussed together? (Neighbors Day, Tenant/Condominium Meeting. ..) (c) C In your neighborhood, are you aware of service exchanges? D Are there everyday objects, places that are used for many, or for
everyone? t1 Is there any noise from one of the neighbors? Are noise problems dealt directly between neighbors, or by foreigners? U rules within the neighborhood (bicycles in the yard, timetables for lawn mowing.. ) are defined by neighbors or by foreigners? Based on neighbors correlation book 1 1 20 (questionnaire 2). To take stock of
the situation - to check the housing situation with the owner when you move on to the artist's tribute, one work, you go: E-O 2 to visiôn 'I'm on top through cifatfons', twenty-three 23 24. File 1 Lesson 3 at first glance. &gt; Tell the meeting to read the definition and listen to excerpts from the certificates. 1. Say for each person if they evoked
love at first glance. Justify your response. 2. Exchange: What expression in your language (or in other languages do you know) to refer to this kind of romantic encounter? Is the image (or idea) the same as exists in French expression? Lightning Life Mode (n. f) 1. Electrical discharge between a cloud and earth, with light and the sound of
explosions. 2. Love at first glance suddenly and immediately in the first encounter. O@) read the following article: Tell who's talking and why. b) Imagine a caption for this article. O@) read three testimonies and identify the structure of the story. Tell me how the following will appear. Justify your answer: - physical description of the person; conclusion of the story; - meeting conditions (where, q uand, how...) - Facts (what happened). b) Identify phrases that indicate thunderstorms. Love Love at first glance 12 3 of the French have experienced love at first glance at least once in their lives. electrical discharge, some affidavits about this magical moment . I was in the bakery,
lined up, said Matthew's bread, love and freshwater. She walked to the exit with a mace in her hand, looking like an angel with her blonde curls. Our eyes crossed, I was breathless. I like him right now! I rushed out of the store, joined Sandrine. We have been married for more than 20 years. 24 Twenty-four Terminus: Aurélie's wedding, 27
years I was in the TGV corridor, I had a very heavy suitcase. Sitting next to me, it was really classy, I immediately cracked. He rushed to help me and why did he do mine when he took my luggage, I was electro electboled by that call. we had a great first trip . were getting married crazy year . From the fire, The Heart of Susan Karim, 38
years old: I was at the airport, waiting for my brother, his plane was late. She was looking for fire so I rushed with my lighter, she was small, wearing ripped jeans and sneakers, while I prefer attracting tall, elegant women. I had flashes and immediately I felt that my life was going to change. We went missing, then found ourselves in the
taxi rank, wrote his phone number on a small piece of paper. . . . O n has been living together for nine years. 25. Language point of past and incomplete composition to say collision time observation of verbs used in written and complete testimony of the law. When we say: - to describe the situation (where, when, how) and people, from ...
Examples: ... - To evok events, chronology of past events, we use... Sample:... Exercise No. 1 2 and 13 1 p. 31 - Find some past irregular participants (a) in oral and written testimony of irregular participants past the following verbs. join - know - (ap)appear - please - come to receive - live - drink - discover - understand - write b) Find the
past participants of the following verbs. Then group them together with past participants similar to the verbs above (a). Example: Know (as (ap)appears) 7 known (as (ap)appeared). Knowing - to be able - to believe - to keep - to get to see - to suffer - to suffer - to learn - (to) shut up - to open - to paint - to build - to wonder - to imagine - to
rain - say exercise No. 31 0 Phonetics Cs listen and show for any number that compounds the sentence to the past (or b). Example: 1-O) I was tired. B) I was tired. 7 Phrase b 0- Exchange! The investigation was carried out at the scene where couples meet. The result shows that Im-lift rankings: 1) study location; 2) workplace; 3) via
intermedary of mutual friends; at first glance... im not doing this . Ell,J.MJ51 4) Internet; 5) Super-professional places (associations, sports clubs, etc.). 1 . Tell me whether your personal experience (yourself, your loved ones) matches this data. 2. Tell which locations to add to this list. Read the two ads below and target the site
croisedanslemetro.com. b) Swap! 1. Have you ever met anyone on public transport? 2. What do you think is the easiest means of transportation for dating? Last Wednesday, around 9:00, you took the first car to Port de Talia station. You were wearing light-eyed brown, blue T-shirts and some months. I was sitting in front of you, reading
the paper. E.N. exchanged a few glances and smiles, and you went to the census. I didn't dare talk to you the last 8th time, 1 8 hours a day, you stood next to me on the pier in Choisy, with your golden hair and eyes clars. In Ath is-Mons, you got up and you'd like me's o u h a h a ité b o n c o you are a g e p o u support u n voyageur bruya
nt. Get in touch with me and let's both have more RERs! ........ - RER [Regional Express Network): Five rail network lines that cross Paris and conceive Aile-de-France! Today you've met someone you would like to know to post an ad on the site to try to find it. Explain the meeting conditions (where, q uand...), some signs that allow you to
identify yourself: description elements, events(s). Twenty-five 25 26. i-l0M51Qi.!. fi At first glance... &gt; Tell the aftermath of a meeting '' Ji: 5 $$$ Songs, . Memories. · · View document, listen to recording and reply. 1- What kind of program is it? How can we participate? 2. Who calls? What's yours? What does a person say? Listen again,
then put the sentences below to recreate Patricia's story. Justify your choice by quoting his words. Is. we just talked a little bit . B. My desk neighbor was cute. J. We were at a party, D. We met again at our friend's house. Ebrahim. We're not separated anymore. Fatemeh. were going too far . G. I didn't see each other for the next six
months. Hossein. he was a stranger to fl10 . but he was a friend of a friend . Iraj. He told me his first name: 26 twenty-six points of his DÉDICACE language along with his memory cha nson each of us, between 10 p.m. and 11 p.m., at 203 FM! Ap skins us from 8 p.m., and you may switch to antennas! There are time markers, during, in
viewing sentences And then complete the rule. We're going on a big trip for three crazy days, we met 10 years ago, I didn't see each other for six months. To show a course, one uses... - duration. Poe actually finds himself in relation to the moment we talk: - an event in the past: we use formula... - the amount of time spent between the
past event and the moment we talk; - an event in the future: we use the formula... - the amount of time that comes between when we talk and the upcoming event. Practice 15 and 16 31 ® you! As in radio shows songs, memories ... , you choose a song related to a pleasant memory. 1.. Presenting songs: title, singer/musician, musiq ue
type... 2. e Remember this song reminds you: volume, c:n sa:xes, , e e ents. Start 3 songs. 27. You take part in three photographs for a literary session contest: like previous testimonies, say in small groups a love at first glance or a meeting. Includes circumstances, descriptions of people, facts, story conclusions. Before writing, in each
group: 1. Select a number between 1 and 3, a letter between A and C, then a letter between D and F. Then look at the corresponding photos: These are the locations and characters of the story you will tell. At first glance... Not. Ell1J.@Jt5i 2. Decide: - Who is the author of the story: man, woman, or someone else (witness meeting, friend,
child...) - Type of writing: letter, memoir page, a poem... - Meeting conditions, exactly what happened - reactions and feelings of the characters; File 1 ar Phi lippe Delerm - - - .... Or the success of a minimalist P hilippe Delerm style successfully met in 1997 with its short, stylisted collection of texts, titled Astounding: First Gorgée Beer and
other small pleasures. Originally published in 2000 copies (with the hope of selling 800), The Little Book sold 300,000 copies in a year, and has already exceeded a million copies a long time ago. Behind this mysterious title is a brief chronicles of daily happiness. This unexpected success led Philip Dellem to represent a minimalist literary
movement. He then published many other collections of short texts, with the same. A recipe that many readers relish: nostalgia, a taste for detail, so strong emotions captured on the spot. Ellks titles in between Many successes: The Murder of La Sieste (2001), Paris l'moment (working with photos of his wife, Martine Delerm, 2002),
Recordingspirates (2003), Le Trottoir au soleil (2011). .... Read Philip Delehn's presentation and identify his 'style' feature. b) Read and find readers' opinions, in the presentation of Philip Dellem, the title of the book they have provoked. Readers' opinion of Alekcia Pintrod's book of the week What's good about Philip Dellem these are these
little moments, those little things that make all the difference, those indescribable moments. We think it's easy to write as she does, and yet only does she have the talent to say a blonde light on the terrace of a café, the mystery of a room under the roofs or the taste of candlestick soup. This beautiful book doesn't contain stereotypes, the
opposite of all the art of finding a magical city! Melina Gazdi 1 Philippe Delerm takes us back on a trip to the country of tiny pleasures, this time in the company of his wife, Martine. He took the pictures, he wrote the texts. Together in this fascinating little book, they have identified a thousand and one reasons to wonder from one sidewalk to
another in the capital. Jean-Charles Gorland 1 in these 34 paintings has provoked Philippe Delerme of Paris. Not formal Paris, monuments, but more secret, more essential, moments and feelings. We find all the magic of a writer who, in small touches, has evoked intimate and distant memories in us. Daniel Vignaud 1 People who liked
The First Gorgée de bière will find in this book the brand so special of Philippe Delerm. His wife took the photos, put his words down. Harmony is perfect! A little book to lie on the table next to his bedside and flip as he wishes 29. Take a look at the photos below that accompany Delerm's text. Make assumptions: Where were these photos
taken? What season? At what time of day? What happened between the two pictures? Read the opposite text and suggest another possible title. 0. Read the text and identify the following information. 1. Characters: Who are the main characters? Background characters? What information is available about the two main characters (age
group, home/hometown city, occupation, family status, personality, taste/leisure time)? 2. Location: Is there a clue quels? What do the characters see? 3. Moment: What season does it happen? At what time of day? Look at the photos again. Can you link each photo by passing through text? 0. Read the story and explain what kind of
attitude it is 1. Tell me what causes the meeting and determines the topic of the conversation. Po your that, spot the spoken words (the author chose to point them with quotation marks) and find q ui says them (woman or man?) , q ui. Example: But be careful Camille, you almost pushed the gentleman. .. -? The woman speaks to one of
the two children she is with. 2- Do you think the two characters will see each other again? Justify your response. Then tell the type of meeting: a friendly meeting, a romantic encounter... And) exchange! Do you like this text? What do you think of this literary style? In the country do you know writers who write in the same style? Diary
travels 1.1am - evening when it comes in the garden. They talked. Long. They dragged the chairs in the twill dust, settled together, not quite face to face - to really talk to each other, the look had to be lost there, to the edge of the basin, or to the other side, under the ship of chestnut trees. He had his book in his hand, but for a while he
was happy to look at pigeons, kids, lovers, a small smile on his face and deliciously retreat from the moment to enjoy his smoker. She initially became agitated: every time one of the adopted two children approached her, she quickly called anxious voice commands and imposed boundaries as soon as they were raped. But he took Herz to
tell Inter, so they got tired of disobeying. But be careful, Camille, you almost pushed the gentleman. An agreed little gesture. She's so hot, don't blame her. They threw sentences, at intervals, forgive me, I don't hear very well. . . . They put the chairs closer together as a child, I played here, my grandmother took me there. . . . And now I'm
my grandmother, I was provincial and I stayed provincial. I came to this garden almost 40 years ago. At that time the congregation lasted a few weeks. Between each event, I came to study on this bench. I wonder how they run with their walkers in hand. . . . It's funny how good they were, how they spoke without embarrassment, in small
strokes, as did the rest of the silence. That's how it goes this afternoon. The shadow is a little longer. thats very good . Paris l'moment, by Philippe Delerm, © Arthème Fayard Bookstore, 2002. The congregation is a contest to become a teacher of 29 30. / File 1 Lesson 1 &gt; Relative pronoun, who, to whom, 1. Select the correct relative
pronoun. I'm a very lonely existence, I don't have real friends, I just have my sister who share my problems with her. Fortunately, I have fans who adore me and send me friendship testimonies. These are people I don't know, but who knows me very well! In the letters I receive, some people tell me about their lives, but I don't have time to
answer them. So there's no real exchange and that's what I regret and it saddens me. 2. The following text with the relative pronoun, or to whom. I had a friend.. He lived in this area. I loved her very much, but I haven't seen her since she married a woman. I don't like it and.. i dont like him either . Now, thanks to club Les Copains first.. I'm
a frequent regular, I'm no longer alone: I've met people.. They're in the same situation as me, .. Looking for friends and.. I speak confidently. Much! Francois &gt; Definition 3. a) Restore Definitions: From columns A, B and C, select the items you need to complete sentences. 1 . He's a classmate. 4. Friendship. 2. He is a family friend. 5.
Sharing. 3. It is a confiscation. B c - My parents often receive. - It can become love when/ That -- I can talk about my joys is a complicated relationship that and my sorrows. Someone to him - we see him every day without really finding out about him. - We say everything together b) Re-define each definition in a different way. Example:
Classmate is a superficial acquaintance. &gt; Talking about friendly relationships 4. Complete the text with the following. Combine verbs and create the necessary chords. confid - complicity - knowledge - friendship - contact - confidant - trust - get along - friend - confidence at the time, I had no.. , I had no one to make.. when i got in
trouble . On Facebook a very small list of...! And then Jeremy came in. For me: We met once a week at the judo club. But, over time, a real one.. Born: We.. There's quite and great.. between us . I know that, in hard times, I can do anything for him.. In turn, he has, too. In me and I am proud to be him.. 30 C &gt; Talking About Character 5.
Here is a list of qualifiers. Suggest a definition for each one, then find the name that matches. Example: A generous person is someone a lot to everyone else . 7 Generous - curious - available - tolerant - patient - tyrannical - impatient - aggressive - selfish - cool &gt; competent &gt; agreed participant passed 6. Granting past partnerships if
necessary. Jose and I have always lived. Together we shared everything. Joys and sorrows, laughter and tears. We had a lot of fights, too. Then he found it.. Abroad and we had to. To separate us. It's hard, we're grown up.. In the same family, we have always helped each other.. And most of us were born. On the same day. He's my twin!
Lesson 2 &gt; Report someone's words 7. Turn back the lines below. Full. 1 . Can you lend me four seats? I'll bring them back on Sunday night. And he tells me. 2. My wife and I can no longer tolerate the sound of your TV at night. Reduce the volume after 10 p.m., please. 7 neighbor upstairs just left me a note. He writes to me. And he
asks. 3. What are your kids doing in the parking lot? Games are prohibited in the basement of the building. 7 I just met the guard. He asks me. And it reminds me. 4. I have a water leakage problem. Please come and help me quickly! 7 Mrs. Ramirez told me. And he asks me. 8. Report the guardian's written statements. To the residents:
I'm looking for photos of the party: Do you have anything to give me? 7 Guardian says. And he asks the residents. Example: The boss says he is looking for photos of the party and asks residents if they have anything to give him. 1 . To residents: Has anyone recently lost their glasses? I just found a pair on the stairs. 2. Mrs. Burbon, I
have a package for you. Can you pick it up tonight? 7 guard told Ms. Bourbon. And he asks her..... 3. Residents: I am preparing for the next neighbor's day. What do you prefer this year as formula: a buffet or a sitting meal? 7. The trustee explains to the residents. And he asks them..... 4. Mr. Diorand, no longer put your cat in the yard
because it damages the plants. 7 Guard asks Mr. Diorand..... 31. &gt; Compare Before and Now 9. Imagine the words of tenants comparing their old status to their current situation. Example: Before that, the apartment is at 6 degrees without an elevator. Now, on the fourth floor with the elevator. 7 before that, we.. ; Now we... 7 before, we
lived/had an apartment on the B8 floor without an elevator; right now Are/habits in apartments on the 4th floor with elevators. 1 . Before, a guard to oversee the building. Now, just a code. 7 before a keeper..; Now we... 2. There was no invitation between the neighbors before. Now, frequent pots between the neighbors. 7 before, one. ; Now
we... 3. Before long tenants in the building. Now, frequent changes to the neighbors. 7 before, tenants..; Now our neighbors..... &gt; Compare 10. a) Make comparisons to express equality. Complete with the right shape: aussi or equally (from). Hard, hard, living in a building! It's like last year and like last year! Joint owners' meetings always
last. For a long time, we're talking.. But nothing changes: waste is always there. Feathers, stairs are always there. Dirty, children do.. Noise and maintenance costs are. higher than before . b) Use superiority comparison or trick: more (than, less (than). 1. Excellent: we have exchanges with our neighbors who are.. friendly and.. young
people than previous youth. 2. Thanks to the new guard, the staircase. Clean like last year, the garden. Flowers too. And then there.. Events, there. Monitoring. c) Complete using better or better meil/e(s). 1 . I had to deal with my previous neighbors. Relationships and their children. High! 2. There have been no neighbors since we met on
the day. Agreement between us and us live.. Along. 11. A family recently moved in. Compare two apartments using information (multiple formulas possible). Example: 1- The new apartment is less than the old apartment. 1. Old apartments are better located than new apartments. New Old Apartment 1 . Location - 2. Standing Building - 3.
Orientation - 4. Level 5. Rent - 6. Charges - Lesson 3 &gt; Telling a Romantic Encounter 12. Rebuild the testimony below by placing the words below the line in the right place. Make the necessary chords. i fell for the man of my life at a friends wedding . When he entered the town hall, I exchanged his smile. We talked a lot during the party
and found our phone numbers. A few weeks later we broke up with my friend and never met again. /&gt; Past Compound and Incomplete 13. Complete with verb in the pronces at the right time. This... (Being) in the summer, us.. (Being) on holiday by the sea with my parents and sister. Us . . (Dinner) at a restaurant, when suddenly my
sister. (Cognition) one of his colleagues who.. Leave the room. O.O., 2011. (Ask) come to our table and that's how this young woman.. (Join) our group. Immediately, I.. (Feeling) my heart. (Beat) but I.. (Don't say) a word all night. Luckily the next day, we.. (See each other again) and on.. (Don't leave each other). &gt; Irregular participants
increased the past to 14. Re-stating each verb highlighted by one of the verbs in the equivalent meaning list. shut up - conceive - extinguish - surprise - get - suffer - fear 1 . he told me he was unsure of his love , and i was afraid of losing him . 2- Two hours later I got the answer: Yes it was! He agreed! 3. We talked a long time, and then
we didn't say anything, my heart was beating. 4. We quickly built the project of living together. 5. One day I discovered it with another woman. I've been in a lot of pain for months. 6. Our relationship did not understand time: our love died after six months. &gt; Ila time markers, at length, at 15. Select the right time indicator. 1 . I met him at
the company meanwhile/ in ten years. 2. I changed the apartment there / during / in a month. 3. We met there in six years. 4. They lived together there/during/in two years. 16. Complete with the right time indicator. - Marlene, hello! You played the main role in the game Hit Crazy of You.. two years . Why did you decide to quit? - Because...
Three months, I was offered a role in a movie. And you agreed? Yes, now! Filming will begin. six months . And then, on the sentimental side, is it too good for you? - I was left alone. Two years after my divorce, I met my companion for a year, which will be my husband. a month . Thirty-one 31 31
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